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GLASWELD PRESENTS TO SPAIN’S CESVIMAP ON THE SCIENCE OF GLASS
International automobile damage research and training company looks to GlasWeld for answers in glass repair
12 May 2008 (Bend, OR) – Mike Boyle, president of GlasWeld, an international solutions provider for the
glass repair industry, visited Cesvimap in Spain last month to educate key staff members on the science of
glass and glass repair. Cesvimap, which provides research and training on automobile damage, is seeking to
incorporate GlasWeld’s information into its numerous publications and training activities regarding the
methodology of vehicle repair.
“With Cesvimap’s goals of providing scientifically based data on auto damage, GlasWeld is a perfect fit for
the glass repair portion of their studies,” said Boyle. “We have decades of research behind our products to
ensure that all our solutions are based in solid science. GlasWeld’s data and services integrated perfectly with
Cesvimap’s existing offerings.”
Cesvimap is an automobile research facility, which covers vehicle repair due to damage resulting from road
traffic accidents involving passenger cars, industrial vehicles and motorcycles. The company then passes on
the discovered information and conclusions to repair shop staff, insurance companies, vehicle manufacturers,
claims adjusters, and teachers and students of technical colleges and others around the world. This model
ensures that the company can guarantee a high standard of quality.
GlasWeld’s presentation earlier this month was the first step in solidifying an ongoing relationship with
Cesvimap, including providing equipment, training materials and support through its training network.

About GlasWeld

Based in Bend, Oregon, GlasWeld provides complete glass repair solutions—from revolutionary equipment
to unparalleled training programs and technical support—for both flat glass and auto glass. The company’s
proprietary Gforce Scratch Removal System for glass scratch removal and Gfusion Auto Glass Repair System
for windshield repair are distributed worldwide through an international distribution network. GlasWeld’s
product line has been developed based on decades of industry research, development and customer feedback.
To celebrate its 25th anniversary in 2007, GlasWeld has expanded its vision from saving glass around the
world to saving the global environment though creative, tangible initiatives. For more information, visit
glasweld.com or call 800-321-2597.
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